Accelerate Your SAP Value Realization
WITH MDO FOR SAP
Prospecta was founded in 2002 with its headquarters based in Sydney, Australia. Data Management and
Automation are the focus of Prospecta’s product and solution offerings. Following this, Master Data Online
(MDO), our cornerstone product was launched in 2008.
In 2021, Prospecta gained recognition from Gartner and Forrester in the Master Data Management ﬁeld.
We’re also an SAP Endorsed Partner. Our solution, MDO for SAP has been certiﬁed as an SAP Endorsed App,
further solidifying Prospecta’s partnership with SAP.
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MDM WAVE 2021
Customers liked the comprehensive solution to manage data governance
in SAP ERP, its ease of use, technical support, and native integration with
the SAP ecosystem.
“Prospecta is a good ﬁt for customers looking for a low-cost MDM solution
that integrates with SAP systems”
-Forrester MDM Wave 2021

Recognised by
Gartner & Forrester
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MDO Overview
MDO is an Enterprise Master Data Management Platform containing all the MDM key features. The platform
comes with a robust data quality engine, metadata management, active master data governance, and a data
integration layer that leverages SAP BTP (Business Technology Platform).
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The strength of the platform lies in its ease of use where businesses can get involved to both deﬁne and correct
data rules without any technical help. The workﬂow engine that’s based on Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) and Advanced Business Rules using DAXE framework allow to access API and build complex
data rules.
The solution is available in all forms including Public Cloud (pure SaaS), Private Cloud, and Customer
On-Premises Environments.

MDO and SAP BTP
MDO uses SAP BTP for all the integration components and harmonization. SAP BTP provides a consistent and
secure integration to both SAP and non-SAP environments, ensuring a reliable mechanism to transfer data
across systems.

MDO for SAP—An SAP Endorsed Solution
MDO for SAP is a multi-domain Master Data Platform that serves as a solid foundation for Federated or
Enterprise Master Data strategy across your SAP Master Data areas. Its cloud version (pure SaaS offering) allows
a cost-effective way to get started on your master data journey with pre-deﬁned SAP master data models,
workﬂows, and easy onboarding.
MDO Industry Solutions for SAP provides niche industry contents and processes for Digital Supply Chain
encompassing Spares, Assets, and Product Data (MDO Product ONE)—key components for Design to Operate
framework. These solutions are also industry-validated and can be a part of a larger transformation agenda or
a corporate master data management initiative.
The solutions can be implemented as a stand-alone or in a federated way, complementing other MDM solutions
like SAP MDG.
MDO can be a great partner solution for RISE with SAP programs. After all, the overall success of your
transformation program depends on the quality and integrity of your data.

MDO Solutions for Digital Supply Chain (DSC)—Design to Operate

Ensuring Master Data Quality that can be
trusted to accelerate and achieve:
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MDO Spares
Achieve ‘Golden Record’ for your spares—consistent, well-deﬁned, and catalogued.

KEY CHALLENGES
High inventory and carrying
costs for spare parts —
need reduction.
Not able to ﬁnd the right
parts — unclear description.

SOLUTIONS
Automated processes with
governance rules for spare
parts guarantee a quicker
turnaround for master data
requests.
Mass and Online Processing

Rampant free-text
purchasing — bypassing
normal procurement
process causing no
visibility and control.

Supplier RFI process —
supplier compliance to
provide information based
on taxonomy of ISO8000-115.

Poor visibility and availability
of critical spares leading to
poor maintenance planning
and forecasting.

DSAS – our MRO Services
Teams can be the extended
cataloguers for keeping
your data clean.

No deﬁned industry
standards or taxonomy for
spare parts — incomplete
description, resulting in
duplicate and incorrect data.

Using industry standards
(UNSPSC) and content
(ConnektHub Library) for
deﬁning taxonomy.

Golden Record Management
for spare parts — handling
duplicates and suppressions.
Ensuring data integrity of
spares with BOMs, Info
Records, Source Lists, and
Contracts.
Inefﬁcient collaboration with
partners, content, and
industry networks in terms
of data.
Manual processes to request
spares data from the ﬁeld —
cumbersome and complex.
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AI/ML-based free-text
processing and identiﬁcation
of spares.
Integrated with SAP Asset
Intelligence Network (AIN)
to incorporate governance
and taxonomy — enhancing
supplier collaboration.

BENEFITS
Reduce duplicates by 80%
— reduce stock levels with
better MRP — savings up
to 5-10%.
Eliminate manual and paperbased processes to request
for spares, with automation
and governance.
Increase visibility by reducing
free-text spending and
improving cataloguing.
Remove duplicity of spare
parts and optimize inventory
and carrying costs.
Improve compliance and
standards (UNSPSC) across
the organization, including
Procurement.
Reduce risks and emergency
costs with better inventory
for critical spares across
your equipment.
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MDO Assets
Better visibility on asset data increases asset performance and improves predictive maintenance.

KEY CHALLENGES
Data preparedness for digital
transformation, data
migration, and meeting
data requirements for
compliance — poor quality
of asset-related data creates
a bottleneck for any
initiative.
No master data rules for
undocumented assets
(workforce issues) with key
people and the risks — high
occurrences of unstructured
data.

Inefﬁcient collaboration
with partners, contents, and
industry networks in terms
of data.
No deﬁned industry
standards or taxonomy —
inconsistency resulting in
duplicate and incorrect data.
No governance layer for
EPC contractors.
Manual processes to request
for master data creation and
changes, resulting in work
processes’ delays.
Reduced performance of
assets and heightened
EHS risks.
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SOLUTIONS
Automated processes with
governance rules for assets
and related data guarantee
a quicker turnaround of
master data requests.
Use industry standards and
content and implement
taxonomy based on
ISO14224 and CFIHOS for
asset data classiﬁcation.

BENEFITS
60% of master data requests
do not need master data
approvals — automation is
in place based on governance
rules.
Recycle rate of Master Data
Requests is reduced to
0.4% from 7%
Capture critical attributes of
your asset data used across
your maintenance activities.

Data monitoring across the
system landscape and
surfacing necessary
exceptions for remediation.

Reduce risks of insufﬁcient
information (knowledge risks)
with best practices templates
and rules.

Prepare structured data from
various sources using AI/ML
for S/4HANA transformation
to ensure quality data
migration.

Enable collaboration on both
structured and unstructured
data in the ﬁeld and with
partners using Networks.

Pre-deﬁned industry bestpractice templates, rules,
and workﬂows —
complemented with guided
procedures.

Strengthen asset data quality
by incorporating industry
standards and better
governance and ownership
across data.
Improve data integrity across
various master data to
facilitate better planning
and increase asset
reliability.
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MDO Product ONE
Enhance Product Master Data Management with Collaboration, Product Information Management (PIM), and
Product Data Synchronization

KEY CHALLENGES

BENEFITS

Siloed and static data for
product speciﬁcations/
packaging details.

Conﬁgure dynamic forms to
manage various
speciﬁcations.

Improve overall efﬁciency in
the processing of product
data.

Hard to gain one uniﬁed
view of product data within
the full lifecycle.

Pre-conﬁgured industrybased speciﬁcation
templates.

Operational/time savings
through speciﬁcation
collaboration with suppliers.

Manual processes or
inadequate ways to c
ollaborate with suppliers/
manufacturers/internal
teams — more than 64%
companies manage these
processes with custom or
Excel tools.

Automatically highlight
non-compliance in
speciﬁcations for incomplete
or incorrect information.

Reduce risks and time spent
on audits and compliance
issues.

Lack of governance on
compliance for Certiﬁcates
and Licenses for
Procurement, e.g., Chemical
Licenses or Sustainability
Criteria.
Difﬁculty to publish product
data across various channels
Legal teams need to be
answerable to audits and
claims for sensitive
information.
Managing consumer
demands for data and
managing changes/versions
of speciﬁcations.
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SOLUTIONS

Manage end-to-end product
data based on governance
and workﬂows.
Product Data Synchronization
across various channels.
Recognize and read digital
data based on Smart Optical
Character Recognition
(OCR) rules.

Faster turnaround time
servicing consumer
demands and new
legislations.
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New Innovations with SAP
MDO for SAP Business Networks
MDO for SAP Business Networks ensures the underlying master data is accurate and governed during
collaboration process. Data collaboration with your suppliers can only be as good as your data.
The current key areas are:
MDO Spares for AIN
This adds on to the existing model deﬁnition of
Asset Intelligence Network and helps to
integrate spare parts with ECC or S/4HANA
based on taxonomy and governance standards.

MDO Assets for AIN
SAP Business Networks is going to be a central place
to procure equipment. MDO for Assets ensures the
equipment purchased have all the necessary
attributes and standards with governance workﬂows,
packaged with SAP integration.

*MDO for SAP HCM and SuccessFactors
MDO for SAP HCM (slated for Q4 2022 release) will have pre-deﬁned data models and rules that align with SAP
SuccessFactors. This will ensure quality and integrity of employee data across your systems, applying rules that
govern data privacy and retention.

MDO for S/4HANA RISE
MDO for S/4HANA RISE Program helps accelerate migration and transform some of the existing processes.
MDO platform can be leveraged based on your industry and domain. It’s the solution of choice in these areas:

General (Accelerate the Migration process)
Incorporation of data quality and governance as part of
your initial readiness up until transformation will help
fast-track the program. The key strength lies in its
intuitive user interface where business users can easily
deﬁne data quality for master data and assist in the
migration process. Our MDO DIW tool can work with
existing SAP Data Solutions, facilitate seamless access
to your data, and empower business to understand
their data quality issues.

Domain (Transforming Digital Supply Chain)
SAP DSC on cloud is an important element of the
S/4HANA RISE program. MDO solutions for DSC are a
perfect place to start with your data journey. It ensures
readiness in reaping all the beneﬁts of DSC from
Design to Operate stages.
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Industry (Retail Industry)
This is an industry-focused solution, applying
governance and quality on your retail data.

Available SAP Master Data Pre-Deﬁned Models
Material/
Operations

Core Data
Basic Data
Classiﬁcation Data
Long Text / UOM
Documents

Org Level Data
Plant /Storage /Warehouse
Sales
Production version
Valuation

Reference Masters
Bill Of Materials
Recipes
Routings

Supplier/
Customer/BP

Core Data
Central Data/Address
Roles and Identiﬁcation
Bank Details
Tax
BP Relationships

BP Speciﬁc Data
Company Code Data
Sales or Purchasing Data
Tax
Employee Master Data

Reference Masters
Pricing
Customer / Purchase
Info Records
Classiﬁcation Data

Finance/
Projects

Core Data
GL/Chart of Accounts
Proﬁt Centre
Cost Centre

Projects
WBS
Internal Orders

Reporting Structures
Pricing
Customer / Purchase
Info Records
Classiﬁcation Data

Ready to know more? Get in touch with us now!
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Maintenance

Core Data
Functional Location
Equipment’s
Maintenance Plans

Reference Masters
Measurement Points
Task Lists
BOMS
Catalog Proﬁles
Work Centres

Additional Structures
Maintenance Calls
Object Links
Alternate Labels

IS Retail Article

Core Data
Basic Data
Classiﬁcation
Bill of Material
Tax and UOM

Purchasing
Purchase Info Record
Pricing
Purchase Org Data

Retail Speciﬁc
Stores
Distribution Centre
Listing / Sales Org
POS

